
October 29, 2018 Latin Club Meeting Minutes 
 
4:22: George calls the meeting to order, says that Jude can’t be here today. Goes through the 
agenda 
 
4:22-4:25: officer reports: Nicole updated attendance, I’ve been cleaning the membership list 
and soon to yell at people to money, Maxton looking at response sheet for Latin Club dues, 
Aediles will talk about party later, Felix announced about football parking, historia made posters 
for the t-shirts, and Adam showed us the website and said he will post the meeting minutes 
 
4:25-4:26: Magister asks Felix about possibly reaching out to vets, and about the 10 people to 
sign up for NCEE. If you want to register for the exam, bring for dollars on the day of the exam 
 
4:26-4:30: George prompts Aediles to talk about party: they think they found all of the prices for 
the party, 10 dollars per person (if twenty come and buy food) or 5 dollars (if we bring food). 
Aediles will make google form for what food everyone is bringing and who is coming. The party 
will take place on 4:30 in the Chap Court on November 6th. Might need help with decorations, 
last time we had wheat and sickles 
 
4:30-4:34: t-shirt contest time: Maxton takes over the projector. We simplified the design a little 
so it would work on the shirt, so the column will be on the back and the colosseum patch on the 
front. Maxton says prices will be 9.75-10.15 per shirt if we use a new company 
 
4:34-4:36: I move to open the floor to a vote for t-shirt design, Vikram seconds and the vote is: 
white, newer design because it works better on the shirt. 
 
4:36-4:37: officers open custom ink with all of the shirt color options. George mentions how 
there are usually two colors for officers and pleb–– uh, members 
 
4:38-4:43: we go through the colors: nominees for colors are kiwi, tangerine, light pink, 
maroon, galapagos blue, cornsilk, texas orange, jade dome, sand, dark heather, military 
green.  
 
4:43-4:49: Vikram moves to open the floor to discussion, and Carter seconds it. George says 
that the t-shirts should complement both officer color and skin tone. Vikram says that galapagos 
blue should be for members and kiwi should be for officers. I agree.  
 
4:49-4:52: Karina moves to vote on preliminary t-shirt color. Thomas seconds the motion, and 
the voting beings for member colors: dark heather: 0, kiwi: 3, tangerine: 1, light pink: 1, 
galapagos blue: 14, jade dome: 15. Voting goes to final for membership t-shirt 
 



4:53: Liam moves to open the floor to discussion, Abhinav seconds the motion and the 
discussion begins: talking about how we want more unique t-shirts, and how the design will fit 
on the t-shirt. 
 
4:55: Karina moves to vote on member t-shirt, Thomas seconds the motion and voting begins: 
JADE DOME IS THE MEMBER T-SHIRT COLOR. 
 
4:55-4:58: discussion on officer t-shirt begins. Safety green is added as an option. Magister 
compares jade dome with colors of interest. 
 
4:58-5:02: Liam moves to vote, Abhinav seconds the motion and preliminary voting begins: Kiwi: 
11, tangerine: 2, light pink: 8, gal blue: 2, orchid: 8, safety green IS REMOVED, military green: 
1. Competitors for final vote: KIWI, LIGHT PINK, and ORCHID. Magister holds the jade shirt 
with the three colors for reference. 
 
5:02-5:06: Thomas moves to discuss, Vikram seconds the motion and the discussion begins. 
 
5:06-5:07: vote begins for officer t-shirt: ORCHID is chosen for officer shirt 
 
5:07-5:10: Aediles talk about the scavenger hunt and service hours opportunities 
 
5:11: George discusses quote, whether we want to table it or do it now 
 
5:11: Vikram moves to adjourn the meeting… goes unseconded  
 
5:12-5:14: George talks about when the next Latin Club meeting would be. Monday seems to 
work best, either next or the Monday after.  
 
5:14: Liam moves to schedule the meeting between party and school, George rejects 
 
5:15: Abhinav moves to have the meeting on the 12th, Karina seconds the motion and the 
meeting is established 
 
5:15: Thomas moves to respectfully adjourn the meeting, Carter seconds the motion and the 
meeting is adjourned 


